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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
PRODUCING SIGNS WITH A WEEDING AND 

LAMINATING SYSTEM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The field of the invention is signage. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Some years ago, Signs comprising lettering and other 
designs were generally painted by hand on a window, door, 
or other target Surface. More modernly, Such signs are 
generally fabricated from a sheeted material using computer 
aided design. In a typical modern process Such as that 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,467,525, which is incorporated 
herein by reference, a design is developed and Visualized 
using a computer Screen, and the final design is then cut into 
a vinyl Sheet using an automated plotter/cutter type device. 
Those familiar with the art will recognize that the term 
“vinyl' is used generically herein to represent any Suitable 
plastic or plastic-like sheeted material removably bonded to 
a backing-regardless of whether or not the sheeted material 
is chemically a vinyl. 

The vinyl sheets employed in automated Sign making 
processes typically have a backing, and once an image is cut 
into the vinyl, the portion of the vinyl not employed in the 
design (i.e., the non-graphic area) is separated from the 
graphics area and the backing. Separation of the waste Vinyl 
is called “weeding”. Weeding is often performed by hand, 
utilizing fingernails, tweezers or the like. However, Since the 
Vinyl is often very thin, and is bound to the backing using a 
tacky adhesive, the process of hand weeding can become 
very tedious. The problem is exacerbated with letters and 
other designs having included shapes, Such as the letters “O'” 
or “P. 

Automated weeders have been developed that partially 
resolve these problems. U.S. Pat. No. 5,277,736 to Logan 
(January 1994), for example, which is also incorporated 
herein, describes an automated System that combines an 
image cutting implement with a tool that Selectively bonds 
an overlay sheet to the non-graphic areas. By removing the 
overlay, a user Selectively removes the non-graphic areas. 

It is also known to produce Signage having multiple 
colors, either by adding a colored ink or other material to the 
Surface of the vinyl, or by employing a sheet having multiple 
layers of different colored vinyls. Such a system is described 
in U.S. Pat. No. 5,073,424 to Dressler (December 1991) and 
U.S. Pat. No. 5236752, also to Dressler (August 1993). 

Once weeding is performed for all or part of a design, the 
design can be installed onto a glass window, door, poster, or 
other receiving Surface. Such installation is usually accom 
plished by laminating a transfer sheet to the vinyl pattern, 
lifting the pattern from the backing, possibly adding addi 
tional adhesive to the pattern, and then juxtaposing the 
pattern against the receiving Surface. The transfer sheet is 
then peeled away from the installed pattern. 

While there are numerous automated or Semi-automated 
(i.e. hand crank type) weeders, and many different 
laminators, it is highly unusual to find the two functions 
implemented together, either in the same physical machine 
or in cooperating machines. One example where this is done, 
however, is described in WIPO publication no. 09824619 
WO to Meyer, (Australia, published June 1998). In that 
publication, a weeder/laminator combination carries a sheet 
of Sign material from weeder directly to the laminator, 
employing in Some embodiments a specialized guide System 
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2 
to keep the Sign material from puckering and distorting. 
Such a System is problematic in that complexity is increased 
unnecessarily, and paper jams and other maintenance issues 
are unnecessarily difficult to correct. By feeding the sign 
material directly from the weeder to the laminator, the 
Meyer System also Substantially precludes a user from 
manually weeding (i.e. hand weeding) non-graphic area 
following the automated weeding Step. 

Thus, despite the many advances in the field, there is Still 
a need for a simple, inexpensive, yet effective apparatus and 
method for performing both weeding and laminating func 
tions. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed to methods and appa 
ratus in which either a single device or cooperating devices 
perform both weeding and laminating functions. An appa 
ratus for producing Signs has a weeder portion for Separation 
of an image element from a non-image element in a sign 
material to produce a weeded sign material, and a work 
Surface that is mechanically coupled to the weeder portion to 
receive the weeded sign material. The work Surface is sized 
and dimensioned to allow manual access to the weeded sign 
material, and the apparatuS has a laminator portion mechani 
cally coupled to the work Surface to produce a laminated 
weeded sign material. In a method to produce a sign, a sign 
material is Weeded in a weeder portion of a sign producing 
apparatus to produce a weeded sign material. The Weeded 
Sign material is transferred to a work Surface where it can be 
further processed. The work Surface is mechanically coupled 
to the weeder portion, and processed weeded sign material 
is laminated in a laminator portion of a sign producing 
apparatuS. 

Various objects, features, aspects and advantages of the 
present invention will become more apparent from the 
following detailed description of preferred embodiments of 
the invention, along with the accompanying drawings in 
which like numerals represent like components. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective View of an apparatus for producing 
Signs according to the inventive Subject matter. 

FIG. 2 is a Side view of a weeder portion according to the 
inventive Subject matter. 

FIG. 3 is a Side View of a laminator portion according to 
the inventive Subject matter. 

FIG. 4 is a photograph of one preferred embodiment 
according to the inventive Subject matter. 

FIG. 5 is a photograph of an exemplary work piece in 
another embodiment according to the inventive Subject 
matter. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

AS used herein, the term “sign material” refers to plastic 
or plastic-like Sheeted material with at least two layers. A 
base layer is typically employed as a backing, whereas a sign 
layer is bonded to the base layer using a tacky adhesive. 
Images are cut into the sign layer, whereby the cut defines 
the border between an image element and a non-image 
element. For example, contemplated image elements include 
characters, Symbols, picture elements, etc. The terms “vinyl 
sheet” and “sign material” are used interchangeably. 

In a preferred embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, an 
apparatus for producing Signs 1 includes a weeder portion 
10, a feed or recovery basket 12, a feed or recovery slot 20, 
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a laminator portion 30, a feed or recovery basket 32, and a 
portable rolling table 40 as a work surface, wherein weeder 
portion 10 and laminator portion 30 are mechanically con 
nected to table 40. 

In FIG. 2 the weeder portion 10 uses the collector spool 
34 to pull out vinyl material 44 through nylon separator 
blade 38 thus “weeding vinyl. Material which is collected 
onto weed collector Spool 34 is compacted by Stationary 
compactor roller 36. While weed collectorspool 34 expands 
with collected weed material, titled channel 16 maintains 
weed collector Spool 34 at desired degree of angle from 
nylon separator blade 38. 

In FIG. 3 the laminator portion 30 preferably uses a 
laminate Supply Spool 34 which feed laminate material onto 
face of vinyl 44 under pressure between rubber roller 36 and 
Teflon TM (perfluorinated polyethylene, trademark of 
DuPont) roller 37, thus laminating vinyl material 44. 

Photograph FIGS. 4 and 5 depict particularly preferred 
embodiments incorporating the designs of FIGS. 1 and 2. 

In operation, a pattern is cut into a sheet 5 of Sign material, 
and the sheet is run through the weeder portion 10, thereby 
weeding the image portion from the non-image portion and 
producing a weeded sign material. The Weeded sign material 
is then transferred to a work Surface that is mechanically 
coupled to the weeder portion to further process the weeded 
Sign material. Processing Steps may include manually 
removing of image elements or non-image elements, 
applying, or further modifying image elements on the base 
layer, painting or drawing on the image elements, etc. Once 
weeding and processing are performed, the processed 
weeded Sign material is run through the laminator portion 
30, which applies a laminate from laminate Supply Spool 34. 
Although laminator portion 30 preferably has a Teflon TM 
roller, other non-Stick coatings or material are also 
contemplated, including high-density polyethylene, marble, 
etc. It should be appreciated that both the Sign material and 
processed weeded sign material may manually, but also 
automatically fed through the weeder portion and the lami 
nator portion. 

In alternative embodiments it is contemplated that table 
40 could be split or otherwise separated into two physically 
Separate work areas, each including a weeder portion 10 and 
a laminator portion 30. 
A particularly important feature here is that the Sheeted 

material traveling through device 1 is accessible to a user for 
hand weeding. To that end table 40 preferably includes a 
work Surface 42, and the Sheeted material does not neces 
sarily travel directly from weeder portion 10 to laminator 
portion 30. It is contemplated that the weeder portion, and 
the laminator portion may be mechanically connected to the 
work Surface. Appropriate mechanical connections include 
temporary and permanent mechanical connections. Contem 
plated temporary connections include Screws, dowels, 
clamps, and lockS. Contemplated permanent mechanical 
connections include welded, Soldered, and machined con 
nections. Alternatively, weeder portion and laminator por 
tion may be integral parts of the work Surface. With respect 
to work Surface 42 it is contemplated that the work Surface 
has a width W and a length L, wherein the width Wis at least 
1.1 times the width of the weeded sign material, and wherein 
the length L is at least 2 times the width W. For example, an 
appropriate work Surface may have a width of 1.5 times the 
width of the weeded sign material, and may have a length of 
2.5 times the width of the weeded sign material. 
Furthermore, the work Surface may be a separate entity, but 
may also be a table or a workbench, which may or may not 
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4 
have an opening to receive weeded sign material. It is further 
contemplated that one or both of weeder portion 10 and 
laminator portion 30 may operate under motor control, but 
preferably each of these operate by hand crank 19 and 39, 
respectively (shown in FIGS. 3 and 4) to reduce cost and 
improve control. Thus, weeder portion 10 and laminator 
portion 30 can be operated independently, and manually. 

Thus, Specific embodiments, methods and applications of 
an apparatus for producing Signs have been disclosed. It 
should be apparent, however, to those skilled in the art that 
many more modifications besides those already described 
are possible without departing from the inventive concepts 
herein. The inventive subject matter, therefore, is not to be 
restricted except in the Spirit of the appended claims. 
Moreover, in interpreting both the Specification and the 
claims, all terms should be interpreted in the broadest 
possible manner consistent with the context. In particular, 
the terms “comprises”, “comprising, and should be inter 
preted as referring to elements, components, or Steps in a 
non-exclusive manner, indicating that the referenced 
elements, components, or Steps may be present, or utilized, 
or combined with other elements, components, or Steps that 
are not expressly referenced. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus for producing Signs comprising: 
a weeder portion, comprising a weed collector Spool, a 

compactor roller, and a separator blade, operatively 
coupled to Separate an image element from a non 
image element in a sign material to produce a weeded 
Sign material, 

a work Surface mechanically coupled to the weeder por 
tion that receives the weeded sign material, and pro 
vides manual access to the weeded sign material; 

a laminator portion mechanically coupled to the work 
Surface, that laminates the weeded sign material. 

2. The Weeder portion of claim 1 further comprising a 
tilted channel to movably adapt the weed collector Spool. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the weeder portion is 
manually operated. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the work Surface has 
a width W and a length L, wherein the width W is at least 
1.1 times the width of the weeded sign material, and wherein 
the length L is at least 2 times the width W. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the work Surface is 
a table or a work bench. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the work surface 
comprises an opening that receives the weeded Sign mate 
rial. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the laminator portion 
comprises a laminate Supply Spool, a rubber roller, and a 
non-Stick roller. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the laminator portion 
is manually operated. 

9. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the laminator portion 
is mechanically connected to the work Surface. 

10. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the weeder portion 
and the laminator portion are independently operated. 

11. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the weeder portion 
and the laminator portion are integral parts of the work 
Surface. 

12. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the work surface is 
physically Separated into a first work area and a Second work 
area, wherein the first work area is mechanically coupled to 
the weeder portion, and the Second area is mechanically 
coupled to the laminator portion. 
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